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PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT, BROADCASTS FROM MEXICO

Monterrey, Mexico, Tuesday; President Roosevelt tonight broadcast

to the American people from Mexican territory.

It was his first trip outside the United States since the

Casablanca Conference,

Followin'" is the text of President Roosevelt’s broadcast address:

Your Excellency’s friendly and cordial expressions add to the

very great pleasure which I feel at be-in- here on Mexican- soil. It is

an a mazing thing to have' to realize that nearly thirty-four years have

passed since chief executives of our two nations have net face to face,

I hope that in the days to cone every Mexican and every American President

will feel at liberty to visit each other just as neighbours visit each

other - just as neighbours talk things over and get to know each other

better.

Our two countries owe their independence to the fact that your

ancestors and nine held the sane truths to be worth fighting for and

dying for, Hidalgo and Juarez were non of the sane stamp as Washington

and Jefferson, It was, therefore, inevitable that our two countries

should find themselves aligned together in the great struggle which is

being fought today to fine this shall be a free or slave
world.

/The attacks
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The attacks of the Axis powers during the past few years

against cur common heritage as free men, culminated in the unspeakable

and unprovoked aggressions of December 7, 1941, and May 13, 1942, and

the shedding of blood on those dates of citizens of the United

States and of Mexico alike.

Note.. On May 13 an Axis submarine- sunk a Mexican tanker off the

coast of Florida, with loss of 13 lives.

These attacks did not find the western hemisphere unprepared.

The 21 Free Republics of the Americas during the past 10 years

have devised a system of international co-operation which has become

a great bulwark in the defence of our heritage and our future. That

system, whose strength is now evident even to the most sceptical, is

based primarily upon a renunciation of the use of force and the

enshringing of international Justice and mutual respect as the governing
rule of cunduct by all nations*

/ continued_
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In the forging of that new international policy the role of

Mexico has been outstanding, Mexican presidents and foreign

ministers have a preciated the nature of the struggle with which we

are now confronted at a time when many nations much closer to the focus

of the infection were blind.

The wisdom of the measures which the statesmen of Mexico and

the United States and of the other American republics have adopted
at inter-American gatherings during recent years have been amply
demonstrated. They have succeeded because they have been placed in

effect, not only by Mexico and the United States, but by all except
one of the other American republics.

You and I Mr. President as Commanders-in-Chief of our

respective armed forces, have been able to concert measures for

common defence. The harmony and mutual confidence which have

prevailed between our armies and navies is beyond praise.

Brotherhood in arms has been established.

/Contd,
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"DAY OF EXPLOITATION OVER"

The determinations of the Mexican people and of their leaders has led

to production on an aQJL-out basis of strategic and vital materials so

necessary to the forging of the weapons destined to compass the'final ;
overthrow of our common foe. In this great city of Monterrey, I have been

most impressed with the single-minded purpose with which all the forces

of production are joined together in the war effort.

And Mexican farmworkers, brought to the United States in accordance

with an agreement between our two governments, the terms of which are fully

consonant with the social objective we ‘cherish together, are contributing

their skill and their toil to the production of vitally needed food.

Not less important than the military co-operation and the supplies

needed for the maintenance of our respective economies, has been the exchange

of those ideas and of those moral values which give life and, significance to

the tremendous effort of the free peoples of the world.

We in the United States have listened with admiration and profit to

your statements and addresses, Mr. president, and to those of your distinguished

foreign Minister

•'o have gained inspiration'and strength from your words.

/Contd,
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In the shaping of a common victory our peoples are finding that

they have common aspirations. They can work together for a common

objective. Let us never lose cur hold upon that truth, It contains

within it the secret of future happiness and prosperity for all of

us on both sides of our unfortitfied border. Let us make sure that

when our victory is won, when the forces of evil surrender - - and that

surrender shall be unconditional - - then we, with the same spirit
and with the same united courage, will face the task of the

building of a batter world.

There is much work still to be done by men of good will on

both sides of our border, The great Mexican people have, their feet'

set upon a path of ever greater progress so tint each citizen may

enjoy the greatest possible measure of security and opportunity. The

government of the United States and my countrymen are ready to contribute

to that progress.

We recognise a mutual inter-dependence of our joint resources,

we know that Mexico’s resources will be developed for the common

good of humanity. We know that the day of the exploitation of the

resources and the people of one country for the benefit of any group

in another country is definitely over.

/It is
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It is tine that every citizen in every one of the in American

Republics recognizes that the good neighbour policy, neons that harm

to one republic means harm to every republic, Ye have all of us

fecognized the principletpf . independence. It is tine that we

recognize' also the privilege of inter-dependence - ,one upon another.

Mr, president, it is my hope, thatoin'-the expansion of our

common effort in this war 'and in. the p&ace to follow we. will ..again.
.have occasion for friendly ' consul tat.iin in order further

1

to promote
the closest understending and•continued unity of .purpose between

our two peoples.

■
T,7e have' achieved clp.se’imderstandin; - and amity of, purpose

I an grateful to you, 'Mr. president, and to the Mexican. people .
for this., opportunity to meet you on Mexican soil, and - to' Call you

friends,.,.

You and I are breaking .another precedent,

Let these meetings' between presidents, of Mexico and the United

States recur again and' again, ■■

A
. 1. •

U.S.O.W.I.
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